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Executive summary 

Sydney Fish Market (SFM) is a working seafood market that combines a 

fishing port and both wholesale and retail operations, and has been in 

operation at its current loc
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Public space created as part of the redevelopment will drive visitation at 

SFM and provide social benefits such as social cohesion, including through 

events and festivals such as the annual Blessing of the Fleet and Vivid. One 

approach to estimating the benefit of increased public space is through 

quantifying the value of time visitors spend enjoying its amenity.  Some 

visitors (5% of the total) to the redeveloped SFM will not make a purchase, 

suggesting the main purpose of their visit is for leisure and appreciation of 

the facility and public space. This public space benefit could be around 

$3 million per year. 

Many of the benefits of the existing SFM facility will also be maintained or 

enhanced by the redevelopment including industry productivity benefits, 

existence value of SFM and its brand. SFM will also continue to support 

the regional economy through the fishing supply chain and the regional 

dispersal of its visitors throughout the state, with the South Coast, North 

Coast and Hunter regions experiencing the majority of these benefits. 

As with any development, costs include capital costs, opportunity costs of 

land used and any negative externalities such as impact on traffic or local 

amenity. 

The benefits of redevelopment are clearly significant compared with the 

status quo of no redevelopment, and will allow SFM to continue to increase 

the social and economic value it provides to Sydney. 
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1 Introduction  

Sydney Fish Market (SFM) is a recognised Sydney brand and tourist 

destination, and importantly also serves as the hub for the New South 

Wales (NSW) fishing industry. As the largest market of its kind in the 

Southern Hemisphere, SFM facilitates wholesale trade through its auctions 

and plays a pivotal role in the seafood industry. SFM also gene
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The current SFM building occupies a total footprint of 13,677 sqm (total 

functional area 30,798 sqm). Based on forecasted market demand, the 

existing SFM building will not be large enough to support future growth in 

activity from tourists, retailers and wholesale traders. Based on SFM 
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2 Tourism benefits 

from a redeveloped 

SFM 

Additional tourism activity attributable to the redeveloped SFM will have 

economic benefits for the local, regional and national economies in terms of 

employment and gross state product. This chapter estimates the tourism 

benefits attributable to the redevelopment model relative to the baseline of 

no redevelopment.    

2.1 Methodology  

Using computable general equilibrium (CGE) modelling, the economic 

impact of the redevelopment model is measured in terms of variation from 
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Without any redevelopment (see 
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year (expected to reach 914,000 in 2023) under the status quo, compared 

with a forecast 1.46 million in 2023 for the redevelopment model.  

There are two ways this uplift in international visitation can be achieved. 

Firstly, growth in international visitors, particularly those from China, over 

the period to 2023 will see a greater number of visitors to SFM. SFM is a 

particular drawcard for Chinese tourists: Tourism Research Australia’s 

International Visitor Survey data shows a 15% increase in the number of 

Chinese tourists visiting SFM in 2016-17 relative to the previous year. This 

compares to an 8% uplift in Chinese tourists to Sydney more broadly. 

In 2017-18, there are expected to be 98.8 million international visitor 

nights in NSW, growing to 131.0 million in 2022, reflecting almost 33% 

growth in visitor nights over this period (Destination NSW, 2017). Secondly, 

a redeveloped SFM has the opportunity to increase the share of 

international visitors who choose to attend SFM, through offering a new 

facility and different experiences. Between these two sources of growth, the 

uplift in visitation for the two concepts is expected to be achievable.  

2.4 Expenditure 

It is also expected that the redevelopme
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Chart 2.3: 
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authentic market experience that generates additional welfare benefits for 

the consumer, and improves productivity for industry.  

The redevelopment plans propose to augment these co-location benefits in 

the following ways:  

 Through providing a unique tourism ‘experience’ by integrating 

wholesale, retail, catering, cooking classes, and tours of SFM  

 Through improvements to despatch areas and overall efficiency to 

improve industry efficiency.  

In 2016, DAE estimated that the benefits of co-location to consumers in 

providing a unique market experience was approximately $109 million to 

$153 million per year (an average of $131 million per year). This figure 

suggests that the benefits of a unique experience are roughly 75% higher 

than the amount of consumer benefits from choice and variety.  

Based on Business Case forecasts of revenue growth from 2023 to 2032, 

the average uplift in unique market experience is between $74 million and 

$105 million per year (average of $90 million per year).  

It is important to note that greater economic activity at SFM could be a 

substitute for sales and revenue elsewhere in Sydney or NSW, and hence 

the increase in consumer surplus may entirely not be a net gain to the 

economy. Further detail on the approach is provided in Appendix B. 
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4 Innovation and 

premium 

destination 

benefits 

Redevelopment provides SFM with the ability to better meet the needs of its 

audience and launch itself as a premium destination with innovative 

offerings.  

 

Tricky Jigsaw has identified six types of consumers which they draw: the 

connection diner, the seafood tourist, the skill seeker, the shopper, the 

special meal shopper and the day tripper (SFM Business Case Update, 

2018). They range from international tourists, interstate visitors as well as 

local people who seek and value different things along their consumer 

journeys. Figure 4.1 details these customer profiles.  
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Figure 4.2: 
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5 Education benefits 
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expected to bring in per person revenue of $35 in 2023, with tour-related 

revenue being $318,000 in 2023.  

Chart 5.1: Forecast tour participation  

Source: Sydney Fish Market Business Case Update (2018) 
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6 Community and 

public space 

benefits 

The redevelopment of SFM will create a new public space for leisure, events 

and festivals, incorporating a waterfront promenade, outdoor dining facilities, 

recreational wharf and the expansion of current retail offerings. Such public 

spaces have historically often been overlooked and undervalued by urban 

authorities but are increasingly being considered the backbone of cities, 

providing numerous economic and non-economic benefits (United Nations, 

2016).  

Public spaces are sites which are accessible to all and may take on various 

spatial forms, including parks, streets, sidewalks, markets and playgrounds. 

Good public spaces promote health, happiness, and wellbeing for all citizens 

and enhance community cohesion (Kendal et al., 2016). Globally, the 

importance of public spaces has received growing attention, becoming a key 

goal of the United Nation’s New Urban Agenda in 2016 (Anderson, 2016). 

This has informed Australia’s policy discussion too, and within NSW, public-

private partnerships have facilitated the creation of many public spaces 

around Sydney – the successful development of Barangaroo being the most 

recent example. 

Although there are existing open spaces like Wentworth Park, Blackwattle 

Bay Park and the existing SFM boardwalk, the proposed plans at SFM 

combine accessibility, engaging activities, business opportunities and retail 

opportunities, which Watson and Studdert (2006) attribute to a successful 

and functioning public space in a UK market study. Further, the 

redevelopment of SFM forms part of the Western Harbour Precinct Strategy 

to optimise the area into a world-class waterfront attracting locals and 

visitors. 

This chapter examines the economic and non-economic benefits and costs 

associated with the creation of the public space, which will accrue to SFM as 

well as the wider Bays Precinct.  

6.1 Impact on SFM 

The provision of a public space is expected to draw visitors seeking a 

destination for relaxation and enjoyment. While these visitors may make 

incidental food and beverage purchases, the main purpose of their visit 

would be to enjoy the views from the waterfront promenade, take a walk or 

enjoy the fishing industry activity.  

 

SFM has identified that these could be day-trippers, -
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public space (an average of 124,000 visitors a year over ten years) who will 

visit but not spend. These figures are based on 
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international visitors to locals (Tricky Jigsaw, 2018). In fact, SFM’s brand 

and reputation alone can be attributed to 16% of total visits to SFM, 

according to a consumer survey conducted in 2016 (Deloitte Access 

Economics 2016a).  

In addition to attracting visitors, a strong brand propagates retail 

expenditure; either from first time visitors who come to SFM for its unique 

produce and make incidental purchases, or from repeat consumers who 

purchase SFM produce because of its reputation for its high quality. The 

brand ratio of 16% can be applied to revenue generated by retail tenants as 

well – i.e. 16% of total retail revenue can be attributed to SFM’s brand 

alone.  

Without any redevelopment, it is estimated that total retail spend will be 

$168 million in 2023 (SFM Business Case Update, 2018). The contribution 

of brand to on-site retail spending is therefore estimated to be around 

$29.5 million (see Chart 7.1). 

Once redeveloped, SFM can be relaunched a
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8 Regional benefits 

In addition to attracting tourism and providing a range of benefits to those 

who use and visit SFM, it is important to recognise SFM’s contribution to 

regional activity in NSW.   

Firstly, SFM attracts tourists to Sydney from interstate and overseas, and 

some of these tourists go on to visit regional NSW, contributing value added 

and employment in tourism in these areas. Secondly, SFM sources seafood 

from regional NSW, supporting fishing operations around the state. In 

addition, regional providers are able to diversify or augment their purchases 

from direct local suppliers to SFM sales, and this might assist with the 

reliability or variety of supply. This could have a range of business or choice 

benefits for regional NSW.  

The main regions that benefit from these contributions are the South Coast, 

North Coast and the Hunter. For context, it is important to recognise that 

SFM activities are only a modest direct contributor to regional jobs and 

tourism.   

Deloitte Access Economics estimated the value of these benefits in May 

2017, and it is expected that these benefits will also be experienced in a 

redeveloped SFM.  

8.1 (d)-3(e)-3( )5(e)-3(x)5(p)-3(e)- rg
0.384 0.71 0.8ro e t
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Table 8.1: Regional tourism contribution  

 
 Baseline Redevelopment model 

South Coast  Spend ($m) 3.7 6.0 

Value added ($m) 2.3 3.7 

Employment (FTE) 25.7 41.9 

The Hunter  Spend ($m) 2.2 3.6 

Value added ($m) 1.3 2.1 

Employment (FTE) 14.3 23.3 

North Coast Region Spend ($m) 1.4 2.3 

Value added ($m) 0.9 1.5 

Employment (FTE) 10 16.3 

Total regional tourism 
contribution (excluding 
Sydney) 

Spend ($m) 9.9 16.1 

Value added ($m) 6.1 9.9 

Employment (FTE) 66.8 108.8 

Source: Deloitte Access Economics (2016a) and SFM Business Case Update (2018) 

While expenditure stimulates economic activity and hence propagates a 

greater demand for labour, the impact of redevelopment on employment 

will be less proportionally because of factors like labour productivity and 

economies of scale.  

These figures indicate the positive impact that SFM’s redevelopment can 

have on the regional NSW economy. However, it is important to recognise 

that this high-level analysis is based on a number of assumptions. First, the 

analysis assumes that the average expenditure of visitors in 2023 is at the 

2016 levels. While this is reasonable given that historical visitor expenditure 

has remained relatively consistent, it is important to note that it could 

change over time and affect total spend. Further, the analysis does not take 

into account any changes in the average tourist expenditure bundle 

associated with source market profile, 
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Appendix A: CGE 

modelling  

To analyse the impact of SFM’s redevelopment, a computable general 

equilibrium (CGE) model was used to estimate the additional impacts.  

CGE modelling is used to gauge the net benefit of an economic stimulus or 

policy – whether living standards will increase and by how much, not how 

much expenditure is incurred. Essentially, the CGE model contains a 

complex system of underlying economic relationships between the various 

agents (for example, households, producers, investors and government). 

The model formulas are solved simultaneously until the prevailing market 

equilibrium is reached for each forecast year (the end of one projection 

year, acting as the starting market position for the next).  

The CGE model contains aggregate resource constraints and relative prices 

across industries to capture the fact that additional resources devoted to 

one industry necessarily come at the expense of activity elsewhere. They 

are composed of a general framework of the whole economy, which 

stimulates the impact that real changes in certain markets and sectors have 

on other markets and sectors, through demand for factors of production 

and their subsequent prices. These economic impacts can also be forecast 

over a number of years rather than presenting a simple static snapshot as 

other contribution studies do.  

CGE analysis was chosen to analyse the impacts of redevelopment over 

other models, such as input-output (IO) modelling as it is more appropriate 

for analysing shocks to the economy. This is because CGE modelling better 

accounts for the resource constraints inherent in the economy and real 

price wage movement because of redevelopment.  
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Appendix B: 

Estimating choice and 

experience benefits 

Choice and variety benefits 

The cross-price elasticity of relatively unique offerings, such as the fish and 

seafood species varieties offered through SFM, are likely to be associated 
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Colocation benefits – a unique market experience 

Estimates of consumer welfare benefits arising from an authentic market 

experience are based on the ‘uniqueness’ of the experience and consider 

how superior it is for visitors in comparison to alternatives. Impacts are 

measured by applying Brynjolfsson et al. (2003) methodology on the 

compensating variation (CV) and price elasticity of demand. If the SFM 

experience was not an available option for visitors, the compensating 

variation approach estimates the amount required to reimburse consumers 

to ensure they are just as well off. 

Brynjolfsson et al. (2003) estimated the cross-price elasticity of books to be 

between -1.56 and 1.79. The elasticity could be higher or lower than these 

ranges. Divisekera (2007) estimated the demand elasticities associated with 

domestic and international tourist demands for food and entertainment in 

Australia. The domestic elasticity for food was -0.91 and entertainment was 

-0.45. The international elasticity for food was -0.84 and entertainment was 

-1.72. To be conservative, we have based our estimates on the ranges from 

Brynjolfsson et al. (2003).  

Based on the consumer survey responses of how enjoyable the SFM 

experience is compared to purchasing fish elsewhere (44%), approximately 

$86 million of the total retail revenue in 2016 is associated with the unique 

colocation and authentic market consumer experience. Applying 

compensating variation methodology and the Brynjolfsson range of 

elasticities, to the retail revenue amount associated with unique market 

experience provides an estimate of the consumer welfare amount 

associated with colocation.  

This suggests a unique market experience benefit of approximately 

$109 million to $153 million per year (an average of around $131 million 

per year). Although this analysis provides a dollar estimate, these values 

should be interpreted as indicative. It indicates that the benefits of a unique 

experience at SFM are roughly 75% higher than the amount of consumer 

benefits from choice and variety. 

The uplift in benefits is based on forecast retai 
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Limitation of our work 

General use restriction 

This report is prepared solely for the use of Sydney Fish Market. This report 

is not intended to and should not be used or relied upon by anyone else and 

we accept no duty of care to any other person or entity. The report has 

been prepared for the purpose of set out in our engagement letter dated 1 

December 2017. You should not refer to or use our name or the advice for 

any other purpose. 
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